Kickstarter Donors for The Next Mormons Survey Project


Name in the acknowledgments: Bob Ahlender, Phyllis Barber, Robert A. Barney, Nancy Beck, Christopher Bigelow, Marie Blanchard, Stephanie Bliese, Richard Bushman, Alethea Teh Busken, Dustin Cammack, Brad Carmack, Derek Christensen, Derrick Clements, Lisa Ann Cockrel, John Draper, James Egan, Eric Elnes, Matt Evans, Keri Ford, Carey Foushee, Jedd Fowers, Sheryl Fullerton, Travis Hall, Soren Harward, Andrew Heiss, Hannah Herman, Aimee Hickman, Chad Hinkson, Kathy Hollett, Amie
Houser, Nathan Hoyt, Corwin Hudson, Mariah Jackson-Christensen, Rob and Emily
Jensen, Matthew Kern, Katie Langston, Jeremy Larsen, Tiago Sá Maia, Matt Martin,
Brad Mortensen, John Lewis Needham, Twila Newey, Steven Peck, Christopher Phillips,
Ge Pop, Lee Poulsen, Kimberly Pratt, Robert Rees, Bruce Reyes-Chow, Richard
Roitlinger, Marion Fust Sæternes, Jessica Sagers, David Scoville, Aaron Taylor, Devin
D. Thorpe, Brent Tubbs, David Wood, Margaret Blair Young.